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1 LOG ANALYSIS
1.1

INTRODUCTION

The Industrial Forestry Service Ltd. Log Analysis Module sorts cruise data by diameter
class, to get a better picture of the stand log profile.
The Log Analysis Module allows top diameter distributions by:


Fixed diameter classes



Variable diameter classes



Variable diameter classes by grade (when the cruiser call net factoring module is
used)

This module can also estimate the number of board feet using four different log rules:


BC Log Scale



Doyle



Scribner



International 1\4” & 1\8”

This means the log seller and buyer can review compilation reports generated from the
same data, using log rules that they are most familiar with.
There are two report classes for this module. The first, Log Analysis by CP, Block, or
Type, summarizes a variety of fields by species and diameter class, and the second, Log
Analysis with Grade by CP, Block, or Type, summarizes species and grade by diameter
class.
The summary fields include:


Gross Volume



Net Board Feet/Cubic Meter



Net Volume



Gross Board Feet (x1000)



Number of Logs



Net Board Feet (x1000)



Net Volume/Log



Net Board Feet/Log



Lineal Meters



Average Taper



Net Volume/ Lineal



Average Log Length

Meter
Log Analysis can be run on a standard loss factor appraisal cruise or on a Cruiser Call
Grade cruise.
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2 LOG ANALYSIS FEATURES
2.1

THE LOG ANALYSIS TAB

The Log Analysis tab (Figure 1) displays all the log analysis features on one tab, divided
into several sections. The Compile Log Analysis check box at the top left of the tab
determines if the Log Analysis Module will be used in compilations. Leaving it unchecked
when it is not needed will reduce the total compilation time.

Figure 1 - Log Analysis tab

2.2

DIAMETER CLASSES

2.2.1 Diameter Classes in Imperial Units (inches)
When this box is checked, the program will report diameter classes in imperial
measurements (inches) (Figure 2). If unchecked, the diameter classes will be in metric
diameter limits (centimetres). The fixed and variable diameter boxes automatically change
from inches to centimetres to indicate the selection. All log analysis reports display the
diameter class units to avoid any confusion.
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Figure 2 - Diameter Classes section

Note: The Log Analysis Module compiles the top diameters shown in the interface; it does
not convert diameter classes from metric to imperial. The user must enter the values to
summarize for both types of units. Once this is done, the user can save the settings for
future runs. This is explained in greater detail in Loading and Saving Log Analysis
Settings.
2.2.2 Fixed Log Diameter Class Increments
If this checkbox is empty, then the program assumes the user is entering variable diameter
classes in the columns on the right. If the checkbox is filled, the program un-shades the
Floor, Ceiling and Increments boxes to set up the fixed diameter class log profile.
The Floor, Ceiling, and Increments fields are used to define the fixed diameter classes.
The Floor and Ceiling fields are the lowest and highest diameter class values that will be
used for reporting in the log profile.
It is important to note that log diameters that fall outside the Floor or Ceiling values are
not deleted from the compilation. They are omitted from the fixed diameter class section,
but are still reported in the totals section of the report.
Enter the fixed increments based on the Floor to Ceiling values. Thus, if the Floor and
Ceiling values are 10cm and 60cm, respectively, the increments are 10cm and the
following classes are created:
10-20, 20-30, 30-40, 40-50, 50-60
Examples can be found in Appendix I.
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2.2.3 Use Grade Diameter Classes for Log Analysis Report with Grades
The Use Grade Diameter Classes for Log Analysis Report with Grades checkbox is
used to select diameter classes from the Grades tab (Figure 3). Leaving it unchecked
means the program will use either the fixed or variable diameter classes as specified on the
Log Analysis tab.
Note that this feature can only be used in conjunction with the Cruiser Call Grading
Module.
Check the Use Grade Diameter Classes for Log Analysis Report with Grades
checkbox. Go to the Grades tab, click the Diameter Classes button and enter the
diameter classes for each grade. Click OK and save your work.

Figure 3 - Setting up grade diameter classes

2.2.4 Interpret the entered diameter classes as logs’:
The Interpret the entered diameter classes as logs’: options allows the user to
generate reports using the log’s top or bottom diameter.
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2.3

BOARD FEET CALCULATION

Figure 4 - Board Feet section

2.3.1 Board Feet Rule
The user can pick one of five board feet log rule options, BC Log Scale, Scribner, Doyle,
International 1\8”, and International 1\4”. Each one estimates the number of board
feet contained in a log, and is used for specific reasons.
The BC Log Scale Rule is familiar to many in BC sawmills and was used by the Ministry of
Forests before it changed to solid wood volume estimations (cubic volume). The kerf
allowance is 3\8”.
Scribner is the log rule used primarily in the United States and is useful for conversing with
American clients. This rule assumes a 1\4” kerf.
The Doyle Log Rule is sometimes used by log brokers. It usually underestimates the
amount of board feet in logs; however, it is still used in the southern and eastern United
States (mainly for scaling hardwood logs), and in South America.
The International Log Rule is the most accurate log rule because it uses 4 foot logs as its
base for calculation and is best used for marketing shorter logs.

The 1\4” & 1\8” rules, use

1\4” & 1\8” kerfs respectively.
2.3.2 Shrink Loss (always inches)
The Shrink Loss estimate is used with the International Log Rule to quantify shrinkage.
The default amount is 1\16” or 0.0625 inches.
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2.3.3 Use Actual Log Taper
This field is a modification used only for the International Log Rule, which normally
estimates the log taper of a four foot log at 1/2 inch; however, the actual log taper should
be calculated to develop a more accurate board foot estimate.
2.3.4 4 feet Log Taper (inches)
This field is also used only for the International Log Rule. The default is 1/2 inch, but can
be changed to any value from 1/16 inch to 15/16 inch (Figure 5). The fraction to decimal
conversion table, seen at the right in Figure 5, pops up automatically when one of the
International Board Feet Rules is selected.

Figure 5 - Fraction to decimal conversion reference

Note: When the Shrink Loss or 4 feet Log Taper fields are selected, a fraction to decimal
conversion reference automatically appears to the right.
2.3.5 Calculating Net Board Feet, Deduct:
2.3.5.1 Decay and Waste
This allows the user to deduct decay and waste volume from the gross board foot volume.
2.3.5.2 Decay, Waste and Breakage
This allows the user to deduct decay, waste and breakage volume from the gross board foot
volume.
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2.4

DIAMETER CLASS VARIABLE INCREMENTS

This is used to create a specific log diameter profile. Each pair of minimum and maximum
fields must have a number, and the minimum must be smaller than the maximum field.
These fields can report in centimetre or inch diameter classes.

Figure 6 - Examples of variable diameter classes

2.5

LOG ANALYSIS SETTINGS FILE

This feature is used to save all settings and is used in the Cruiser Call Grade Module.
This allows the user to create and assess several scenarios during planning.
To select a previously saved Log Analysis settings .lgs text file, click on the Load button,
find the directory where the settings file is located and click on it.
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Figure 7 - Load Log Analysis Settings File

To save the current settings created in the Log Analysis Module, click on the Save button
and a dialogue box will prompt the user to enter a file name and a directory to save the file
in.
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3 REPORTS
There are two classes of reports in the Log Analysis Module. These are the Log Analysis
by CP, Block or Type and the Log Analysis With Grade by CP, Block or Type. Both
reports summarize by cutting permit, block and type. The Log Analysis Report
summarizes the total, conifer and all species in the Cutting Permit by top diameter classes.
The Log Analysis With Grade summarizes the species and the grade by diameter classes.

Figure 8 - Log Analysis Report Listing
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APPENDIX I – FIXED DIAMETER CLASS INCREMENT OUTPUT
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